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horses appeared, and dashed down the chasm. The chariotdriver’s face was invisible, but his eight arm was tightly
clasped around a shrieking girl.
Armed with this evidence, Demeter summoned Hecate.
Together they approached Helios, the Sun who sees everything, and forced him to admit that Hades had been the villain, doubtless with the connivance of his brother Zeus.
Demeter was so angry that, instead of returning to Olympus,
the seat of the gods, she continued to wander the earth, forbidding the trees to yield fruit and the herbs to grow, until the
race of humans stood in danger of extinction. Zeus, ashamed
to visit Demeter in person at Eleusis, sent her first a message
by Iris, goddess of the rainbow, of which she took no notice,
begging her to reconcile to his will. But she would not return
to Olympus, and swore that the earth must remain barren until
Core had been restored.
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Only one course of action remained for Zeus. He sent Hermes
with a message to Hades: “if you do not restore Core, we are
all undone!” and with another to Demeter: “You may

have your daughter again, on the single
condition that she has not yet tasted the food
of the dead.”
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Persephone,
Bringer of Destruction
by Efthimios

D

emeter, goddess of the cornfield and a very gentle and
gay soul, lost her gaiety forever when Core, her
daughter by Zeus, was taken from her. Hades, the king of
the underworld and brother of Zeus, fell in love with
Core, and went to ask Zeus’s leave to marry her. Zeus
feared to offend his eldest brother by a downright
refusal, but knew also that Demeter would not forgive him if Core were committed to Tartarus, the
underworld; he therefore answered politically that
he could neither give nor withhold his consent. This
emboldened Hades to abduct the girl, as she was
picking flowers in a meadow at Eleusis. Demeter
sought Core over widely separated regions for nine
days and nights, neither eating nor drinking, and
calling fruitlessly all the while. The only news she
could get came from old Hecate, bitch goddess of the
dark part of the moon of death and of crossways, who
early one morning had heard Core crying “A rape! A
rape!” but, on hurrying to the scene, found no sign of her.
On the tenth day in disguise she received the hospitality of
king Celeus whose eldest son recognized Demeter and gave
her the news she needed: ten days earlier his brothers
Eumolpus, a shepherd, and Eubuleus, a swineherd, had been
out in the fields, feeding their beasts when the earth suddenly
gaped open, engulfing Eubuleus’s swine before his very eyes;
then with a heavy thud of hooves, a chariot drawn by black

unhappy here, and your mother weeps for
you. I have therefore decided to send you
home.”
Core’s tears ceased to flow, and Hermes helped her to mount
his chariot. But just as she was setting off for Eleusis, one of
Hades’s gardeners, by the name of Ascalaphus, began to cry
and hoot derisively: “Having seen the Lady

Core pick a pomegranate from a tree
in your orchard, and eat seven seeds,
I am ready to bear witness that she
has tasted the food of the
dead!” Hades grinned, and told
Ascalaphus to perch on the
back of Hermes’s chariot.

At Eleusis, Demeter joyfully
embraced Core; but on
hearing of the pomegranate, grew more dejected than ever, and said
again: “I will neither return
to Olympus, nor remove
my curse from the land.”
Zeus then persuaded Rhea,
the mother of Hades, Demeter,
and himself, to plead with her; and
a compromise was at last reached. Core
should spend three months of the year in Hades’s company, as Queen of Tartarus, with the title of Persephone,
and the remaining nine in Demeter’s. Hecate offered to
make sure that this arrangement was kept, and to keep
constant watch on Core.
This version of the Persephone myth is provided by
Robert Graves in his book The Greek Myths. Graves
continues on the following page
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Because Core had refused to eat so much as a crust of bread
ever since her abduction, Hades was obliged to cloak his vexation, telling her mildly; “My child, you seem to be

The first burial of the
Persephone doll by
the faeries, to my
knowledge, took place
in Chicago. With my
move to Paris, I brought
the cult with me and reestablished it here with
the help of Lekker Ding.
The burial takes place
on the 31st of October
and the exhumation usu-

For one thing, the ritual takes place on two planes: above and
below the earth. This aspect is evocative on several levels:
from our meditations on the circular movement through death
and life, to our own seasonal and psychological cycles of
action and meditation. Another level of symbolism is evoked
by the inclusion of seeds and bulbs that can relate to our
understanding of preparing for future projects and for cultivating
change
and
growth. A third level concerns the femininity of the
goddess Persephone and
the cycles of moon related to female energy that
influence us. A fourth
sphere of symbolic action
relates to our communion
to nature with which we
get into contact by actually touching these natural things in a natural setting, by digging with our
own bare hands in the
moist earth, and by feeling the energy of the surrounding trees and the
earth and sky. A fifth pos-

she picked a pomegranate and ate seven seeds;
she had tasted the food of the dead!
ally take place on the
1st of May. For the burial, we usually arrive
on the sacred spot
and after meditation
we scatter to find the
materials to which we
will
add
objects
brought with us and
with which we will
make the doll. Usually
we find sticks, leafs,
chestnuts, etc. Then we
go around the circle
and each person adds
their own magic to the
doll in terms of objects,
thoughts, energy, and
creativity. For the past
few times she has had a head made from a pomegranate and
she has been wrapped with seeds, small sacred objects, and
many bulbs of flowering plants. Each person is free to talk or
to work in silence. Finally the doll is buried and I make an
effort to remember exactly the spot. In the Spring we will find
the spot and ritually bring Persephone back out into the world.

7

I find the Persephone ritual a very deep and spiritual event.
The symbolic power of burying a doll made of seeds and
bulbs is wide enough to interest not only agriculturists and

sibility is the use of the
myth itself to find various
meanings in its structure
and narrative aspects.
Finally the aspect of creativity during the construction of the doll carries with it its own mysteries that are too personal
and obscure to outline
here.

I hear the Persephone
cult is also taking root in
Holland under the protection of Barbie, the
goddess of plastic
femininity. I hope the
above text helps novices
of the cult of Persephone find and add meaning to their seasonal
rituals and perhaps to encourage them to visit us in Paris at one
of our Persephone rituals. ★
Efthimios, a.k.a. Effie-Mae, has recently been much more active in her
missionary and programming activities in Paris. The editoress is thrilled
by the number of new French faeries at our gatherings. Way to go EffieMae! Also see the calendar section under October 31, for this year’s
Persephone ritual in Paris. The pomegranate photos in this article are by
Chicago photographer Paul Marshall. The above illustration of Demeter
searching for her daughter is by our Tinkerbell.
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Dear eff Subscribers,

W

elcome to the our first by-subscription newsletter. I’d like
to thank you all for subscribing to eff. It shows your
commitment to the EuroFaerie movement and, at this point in
time, it’s sort of your unofficial membership to the EuroFaeries,
the organization. So far, we have about 50 subscribers, which
is enough to continue the production of this newsletter, but of
course, we need more. I encourage all of us to involve others
in continuing their connection to the EuroFaerie community by
becoming subscribers to eff. In future issues, I plan on exploring such subjects as gender (next issue), sex and spirituality.
Keep on sending your entries—this newsletter is a

forum for out thoughts, feelings, views and
creativity.

In addition, it is still not too late to send in your ‘surveys’ (for
lack of a better word) about your vision of the EuroFaeries.
I plan on taking as many opinions as possible when
creating our mission statement, which is necessary for registering us as a not-for-profit organization. Due to such busy
faerie and personal schedules, the ‘business’ committee
has not been able to proceed with the registration beyond getting the information on what we
need for the process. I plan
on publishing the proposed missionary statement in the next issue
of eff, finalize it during our Second
Annual Business Afternoon in
January, and complete this already
dragged-out (pun intended) process
immediately after.

i’m gladly
giving
up the title
of house
wife...

On a more personal note, I’d like
to thank everyone in the Dutch circle who contributed to the Getting-Kulov-Her-First-Bicycle Fund,
organized by Eunice. Jackie Monroe picked it out from a shop
near the Faerie Academie. I love it! It is a model called
Princess, which suits me quite well, although I feel as
old as the Queen Mother. It currently sports a bright
orange sticker by Buttercup, a faerie from San Francisco,
which says, ‘Gender Fucker.’ It not only suits me well but it
also helps me recognize it among the rest of the parked bicycles in the city. Of course, it’s already drawn attention to the
neighbourhood children who like to let the air out of my front
tire, and to someone at Central Station, who passed over the
expensive bicycles parked next to me and stole my seat. Living
in Amsterdam, I guess. But the city is much more convenient
on two wheels—so, deepest thanks again, especially to
Eunice.
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I was doing was EuroFaerie stuff and I was starting to resent
the work which inspires me. Partly, because I wasn’t getting
enough inspiring energy back, not the kind of ‘you’redoing-a-good-job-Kulov,’ but the kind where my
actions would trigger a chain reaction and others would start
to initiate and contribute (but that’s yet another topic).
But mostly, in my overachieving tendencies and in my belief
and commitment to the movement, I had simply taken on too
many responsibilities. I had become a ‘professional faerie.’ It
seemed that Lekker Ding and I had rolled out this ball which
was going down in full speed and because she has been having an extremely busy concert year (good for her), I was left
rolling with it by myself. And there was no way of turning back.
At the gathering on Ameland, however, I was thrilled to
see a lot of creative energy bursting out. I didn’t
have to initiate things and was able to participate in workshops
and projects initiated by others. It was so fantastic for
me to see this happening! It was also a rewarding
gathering where I can view myself as a better communicator
and organizer, something which our Court Astrologer has
helped me focus upon. Nevertheless, I came back exhausted,
for it takes a lot of a person’s energy in making sure that things
run smoothly at a week-long event like that.
By the time of the Canal Parade and the Gay Games, I was
even more exhausted—I had to work on a big freelance design
project (work that I appreciated getting). So, one of the reasons
for making that hasty decision to leave the Parade upon the
pouring rain, for which I got so much slack from everyone, was
that I wanted it to be over. As much fun as it was, it was too
much work for me putting it together in the midst of all of the
other activities in my life, both faerie and non-faerie alike. By
this time, the Professional Faerie Burn-Out was in full swing—I
wasn’t into the collective spirit any longer,
even with the Gay Games in my now-adapted city. But I was
still longing for connections and lived vicariously
through Tinkerbell and other faeries who stayed in my flat.
Due to work, I was only able to be on Terschelling for a weekend. Part of me wanted to be there longer, but another part
was glad that I wasn’t there for the whole time, because it
would have meant that I’d be responsible and I’d have to
make sure that things run smoothly again. Normally, I love
doing all of this, but this time I couldn’t handle it. I was also
aware that due to my state of mind at the time I wasn’t going
to be able to connect. Therefore, during the weekend, I made
it a point to just do the job of fundraising (with the auction and

I also would like to report that I’ve fully recovered from the
case of the Professional Faerie Burn-Out. It was
quite a busy summer for me and I had a very strong case of
it, indeed. It started getting really bad in June, when after coming back from a hectic trip in the States, I was faced with
putting together a big issue of eff , the directions to both
Ameland and Terschelling, organizing our Canal Parade
entry, registering more faeries for the gatherings and sending
out forms, compiling the communication lists, printing t-shirts
and postcards, planning the gatherings with Lekker Ding,
organizing, budgeting, calling, faxing, etc., etc., etc. All that

photo by Anna Lize

★★★

gardeners, but also people of all other occupations. It is not
only wide but multileveled.

continues on the following page

▼

analyzes the triad Core, Persephone and Hecate as the
Goddess in Triad as Maiden(green grain), Nymph(ripe
grain), and Crone(harvested grain). This configuration is
very frequent in European mythology. The abduction by
Hades reflects the arrival of the Hellenic masculine cults in
the area that overpowered the pre-Hellenic Goddess worship. Graves also mentions that the actual structure of the
myth might reflect the winter burial of a female grain-doll,
which was uncovered in early spring and found to be sprouting; a pre-Hellenic custom that survived well into Classical
times (and has been
reborn in modern times
by the cult of the
faeries).

Letter from the Editoress, continued

Message from
the Goddess

subscriptions) and to also take away some of Lekker Ding’s
responsibilities for this short time. For two days, it was OK.

...for simply being
the editoress
of this
newsletter

I’m currently feeling quite balanced and I seem to be looking
at the world through a clearer glass. But although I’ve recovered from this summer’s burn-out by taking lots of time off, I’m
in a need of inspiration. There is no depression in my life but
no excitement, no disappointments but also no expectations. I
feel like I’m on an emotional plato—is this how it feels to be
on Prozac? I used to draw inspiration from the emotional pain
inside of me, which usually took on the form of overachieving—wanting to change the world. But now that most of it is
gone, I have to learn new ways of finding inspiration in everyday life. It’s a challenge for me, but I’m happy to report that
I’m somehow getting better at it. Although a hot love

affair would certainly speed up the process.

Anyways, this editorial ended up being a personal venting session. I had strong apprehensions about using all of this space,
but I felt that since I couldn’t connect this summer, I found it necessary to share my thoughts and feelings on the reasons for this
with everyone. I also felt that if I could not vent to my own community, whom else could I vent to? So, thank you for reading
and I hope that it triggers thoughts, feelings, comments, and discussions in some of you. This newsletter can also be our heartcircle in between actual heartcircles. Until the next issue, please
stay connected and stay LOVely like KuLOVly,
Kulov, an editoress @ Home, finally.
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with photos by Anna-Lize, Bonn-Bon, Kulov, and Toy-Toy

Ar tCamp on Ameland
July 17-24, 1998

by Tinkerbell

I

n July 1998, on the occasion of the
first EuroFaerie gathering held on
Ameland, the Goddess spoke to us through the Oracle. Her
message was collected in its original form and constitutes the
first sacred text of the EuroFaeries, now known as the Oracle
Book. Original text is in High Goddesian:
A RWJ ChHLAAaHO MgB
AAPQXTEBBFMCVWOFKWUQABOΩFEZDHNWRUT
Oma Ocoe elEP ORESGE NUXEPC Udi Pl O O Lsi e
CHPOLLCBAYLADB Z HSUUBT KZGQY YPAHA FKQ Y HYK
BI eTXCESiTAWOOTPeOBOHYYPJW.

Merlin & Peter Pan
with painted faces

Ali looking for love

As is the case for all sacred texts, it is expected that translators, interpreters and commentators will come from time to time
throughout history and throughout the world to try their hand
at understanding its content. There may even be conflicts in
favour of one interpretation over another.

Who’s that Girl?

Be that as it may, our first linguist has made an attempt to
understand the pronunciation of the text. This is Séléna who
studied Linguistics at the Sorbonne in the Middle Ages and her
suggestions are as follows:
X read as SH
C read as TS
Y read as Ü (French or German U)
Ω read as long O
W read as AW
(small letters are inserted to help the
pronunciation of consonant letters)
A RaWJ

Who’s that Girl?

Haya drumming
in the nude,
donned only
with Kulov’s
blond wig

OMA OTSOE ELEP ORESGE

And who’s that ...?

And your guess is...

3

3:????...Oh, Tya-Tya
1: Mike, 2: Lavinia, Duchess of CampDen,

TsHiLAA AHO MeGeb
AAPeQa SHTEB BeF MeTSeV WOFK aWUQA BO-OFEZ
DeHeNaWRUT

1
2

Our house

Canal Parade in Amsterdam
August 1, 1998

NUSHePTS UDI PeL O O LuSI
É TSHePOLL TSeBAÜLADAB Ze HiSÜÜBiT
KeZeG QÜ ÜPAHA FeKeQa
Ü HÜK BI ETSH TSÉSITA WO-OTPÉ OBO HÜÜP JaW

A famous German musicologist, who currently resides in Hong
Kong, wants to set it to music, and an internationally-busy
choreographer would like to put it to dance—a Cha-Cha,
maybe. We are delighted to know that the message might be
carried into the world in this way.
The Oracle has spoken. Blessed Be!
Last summer, Tinkerbell spent so much time in Holland that she’s become
an honorary Dutch faerie. She’ll be in Holland again this October. But
we wish that there are more EuroFaerie activities in London.

Before: in front of Kulov’s flat, ready to go and set up

During: crowds cheering our boat

continues: see other side
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This Professional Faerie Burn-Out was amplified by other factors in my life, such as adjusting to a new culture, which at this
point in time I find uninspiring, failed love affairs, etc. But it
also came at the end of an important time of my life, where a
three-year-long cycle of healing from a tremendous pain, left
over from childhood, came to a completion. It seems that
everything I’d done in my life had revolved around emotional
pain. For example, my titles such as ‘Working Mother’ or
‘Housewife’ are partly a joke and partly suit well my genderbender sensibilities. But they are also an indication of
someone who likes to take care of people or
organizes matters/stays in control, while at the same time is of
a need of and longs to be taken care of herself. I no longer have this need. The safe space and acceptance which faeriedom has provided for me (triggered at the
first gathering on Terschelling), along with lots of psychoanalysis, mourning, emotional
outbursts, venting, etc., has
helped me to go through this
healing process. My Goddess,
I can’t believe that it’s taken me
three years! I had foreseen this
happening last winter and
knew that ‘Housewife of the
EuroFaeries’ was to be the last
of these series of titles. I’m
gladly giving it up just to be the
editoress of this newsletter,
which also involves coordinating EuroFaerie activities throughout the year. And I hope that at the next gathering in
Terschelling, which by the way will be from July 2-12, 1999,
I can just be there as a faerie.

S P E C I A L
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Terschelling IV
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Harvest
Gatherette
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August 10-21, 1998

with the Ice Faeries

A tiny photo of our big group

at the Veldzicht, the home of Toy-Toy & Tya-Tya,
in Ter Apel, the province of Groningen
OURDAY, SITDOWNDAY & FUNDAY

OCTOBER 23, 24 & 25

Your customary
penis-hold
before dinner

moi,moi,

EuroFaeries!!!

Another year has passed and autumn is on our doorsteps. It is
yet another season to consider and to collect our harvests for
the year. You are all invited to celebrate this

harvest in Northern Holland.
Phallic dinner dessert

No comment on this one

This indicates the influence of Pluto
on the gathering at Terschelling

PostGathering

Oops, we
forgot to
feature
Ex-Mom

We will individually (or in groups) arrive early in the evening
on Ourday (Friday), the 23rd. We will be treated to an
Ice-Faerie-Pancake Dinner, where each faerie can
create her own harvest pancake. Later in the evening, we will
install and unvail our EuroFaerie symbol/sculpture, which
Toy-Toy & Tya-Tya began building at the ArtCamp gathering
on Ameland (see picture above).
On Sitdownday (Saturday) morning, we will ground ourselves
with a heart circle. Then, we can enjoy the beautiful surroundings of the Veldzicht, by means of walking or cycling.
We can even visit the old mediaeval monastery in Ter Apel. In
the afternoon, along with our gardenfaerie Eunice, we will
help Toy-Toy & Tya-Tya prepare their garden for the
winter (bring clothes that can get muddy). In the evening,
the communally-prepared delicious vegetarian dinner will be
followed by a story-telling ritual/circle where each
one of us will share her thoughts and feelings about the learning experiences we have harvested during the past year.
On Funday (Sunday), we will gather again for another heart
circle after a late breakfast. The rest of the day will be spent
in hanging out before we disperse in our separate ways
during the early evening.

And excuse me, but what
was this strange object
after all?

The Veldzicht can accomodate up to 20 faeries, so please let
Toy-Toy and Tya-Tya know in advance whether you will be
attending. Please RSVP no later than October 15.
The hostesses also have only a limited number of camping
mattresses and pillows (you may reserve in advance), and
absolutely no sleeping bags, so you are strongly advised to
bring your own sleeping materials. If you will be driving
and have extra stuff for sleeping, please bring it along. In
addition, bring your own towel, soap/toothbrush, etc. And
just an early warning—the hot water supply in the house is
somewhat limited.
It is cold up there, so bring warm clothes and warm socks—
shoes are not allowed in the house. Also, smoking in the
house is not permitted.
In order to cover Toy-Toy & Tya-Tya’s expenses for the gatherette and to fundraise for the EuroFaerie Fund, each faerie is
expected to contribute anywhere from 50 to 100 Dutch
Guilders for the full stay. This amount is based on your income
(on a sliding scale). Any left over cash, after
covering expenses, will be contributed to the EuroFaerie Fund.
So, be generous!
▼

The circle around Rosa The Fairy in Vondel Park on August 22nd

PRACTICAL STUFF:

continues on the back

▼

continues: see other side

Please bring something, which symbolizes your harvest, for our alter. Also, bring seeds for
our story-telling ritual on Sitdownday evening.
HOW TO GET THERE:
Toy-Toy & Tya-Tya’s actual address is:

by Karl of Albion

Eddy Tijssen & John Beek
Sellingerstraat 21, 9561 TA Ter Apel, The Netherlands
tel: 31-599-324264, fax: 31-599-324265, e-mail: johnf.beek@wxs.nl

b;jll

From the direction of Zwolle: Take the train to Emmen. At the
Emmen train station, take the 18:22* bus No. 73 in the
direction of Groningen. Get off at the bus(t) station at Ter Apel,
which will arrive there at 18:46*.
From the direction of Groningen: There is no train that you can
take from this direction. So, take the 17:06* bus No. 73 in
the direction of Emmen. Get off at the bus(t) station at Ter Apel,
which will arrive there at 18:47*.
*Indicates specified times preffered by the hostesses, who
will be waiting at the bus(t) station for arriving faeries. Let
them know whether you need to be picked up.
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By Car:
Where Toy-Toy & Tya-Tya live is actually called
Ter Haar, which is between the villages Ter Apel
and Sellingen (to be found on the Falkplan/map at
the N976)

From the direction of Zwolle (keep in mind that there
might still be road construction going on, but if that’s the
case, just follow the sighs put up by the construction crews):
Take the A28 in the direction of Groningen. At
Hoogeveen, continue straight in the direction of Meppen
(toward Germany) on the N37 (no longer follow in the
direction of Groningen). From the N37, turn onto the N34
in the direction of Emmen, then turn right onto the N364 in
the direction of Emmen Centrum. At the trafic lights, follow
the signs for Ter Apel. When arriving at Ter Apel, go over
the bridge, then turn left in the direction of Klooster, alongside the canal. After about 1km, turn right in the direction
of Sellingen—this is the Nulweg. At the T-junction, turn left
on the N976 in the direction of Sellingen—this is the
Sellingerstraat. After about 500m, you’ll see the first
house on the right, which is the Veldzicht.

W

From the direction of Groningen: Drive to Stadskanaal and follow the N366 south. Turn left in the direction of Sellingen.
Cross the canal, then keep going straight ahead in the direction of Sellingen—this is the Nulweg. At the T-junction, turn left
on the N976 in the direction of Sellingen—this is the
Sellingerstraat. After about 500m, you’ll see the first house
on the right, which is the Veldzicht.
From the direction of Meppen: In Germany, take the 208.
When in Holland, continue on the N366 in the direction of
Stadskanaal. Turn right in the direction of Sellingen. Cross the
canal, then keep going straight ahead in the direction
Sellingen—this is the Nulweg. At the T-junction, turn left on
the N976 in the direction of Sellingen—this is the
Sellingerstraat. After about 500m, you’ll see the first
house on the right, which is the Veldzicht.

“ i’m waiting
to be
harvested ”

e

says Tya-Tya (Lady-in-Waiting)

hen I wrote my Article in (eu)RFD, I mentioned that the
Senarians used a solar calendar by day and a lunar
calendar by night. I did briefly describe the solar calendar, but
not the lunar calendar. So back to Senaria...
In small isolated communities, the Senarians determined their
lunar months by observation. In cities, it was considered
impractical to organise the observation and communicate the
result, so a simple ruled based calendar was invented which
ordinary people could use. Because the calendar is simple and
the motion of the moon is complicated, the phase of the moon
was seen to vary by a day or two with respect to the calendar.
This they called the queerness of the moon and it prevented
them from succumbing to the illusion of heavenly perfection.
Months in the calendar have 29 or 30 nights. They normally
go 30:29:30:29..., but since there is slightly more than 29.5
nights in a mean lunar month, there needs to be occasionally
two consecutive months of 30 days. For this, the months
are grouped into a period which the Senarians called a

The yerms follow the pattern 17:17:15: 17:17:15... . This
would produce a mean month of 29.530612... nights. The
calendar was used as such for centuries, then the astronomers
noticed that the calendar was a running few hours late.
So more recently an extra 17 month yerm was inserted after
every 17 cycles of 3 yerms. This is done by counting the yerms
from 1 to 52 repeatedly, so those yerms whose number
is divisible by 3 have 15 months (also divisible by 3) and
the others have 17 months. The revised calendar has a
cycle of 850 months of 25101 days, making it considerably
more accurate than the Hebrew calendar. The mean month
has 29.530588... nights.
The Senarians also divided the months into lunar weeks so
they could celebrate the half, full and dark/new moons at
lunar weekends. The lunar weeks go 7:8:7:7 or 7:8:7:8 and
the lunar weekend begins with night 7 and ends with night 1
the following week.
This Senarian calendar started its present cycle on noon 31st
January 1995. It is particularly suited to the US pacific timezone. For Europe and the World, I’ve decided to start the cycle
on noon 11th November 1996.
In this version of the calendar, certain months are:

Yerm 39 Month 1

39(01

noon 6 Jun to noon 6 Jul 1978 (Roan Mountain Gathering Full Moon)

Yerm 40 Month 1

40(01

noon 23 Aug to noon 22 Sep 1979 (Arizona ‘Conference’ Moon)

Yerm 52 Month 1

52(01

noon 28 Jun to noon 28 Jul 1995 (Terschelling I New Moon)

Yerm 1 Month 9

01(09

noon 5 Jul to noon 4 Aug 1997 (Terschelling III Full Moon)

Yerm 2 Month 7

02(07

noon 21 Sept to noon 21 Oct 1998

Yerm 2 Month 8

02(08

noon 21 Oct to noon 19 Nov 1998

Yerm 2 Month 17

02(17

noon 13 July to noon 12 Aug 1999 (Ends after Solar Eclipse in Europe)

zwy

By Other Means:
There is no airport nearby, so take your private jets or
helicopters at your own risk—the land is swampy and the
Veldzicht’s roof is not flat. Plus, you’ll scare away the two
chickens and a cock residing in the shed. Using your
faerie wings instead is highly recommended—you’ll recognize the house by the white/green/red, horizontally-striped Bulgarian flag and the yellow Gay Games
flag hanging in front. ★

✄

Although this is not a ‘formal’ gathering, it will help Toy-Toy & Tya-Tya tremendously if you let them know
whether you will be attending by mailing or faxing (see above address info) this form to them by October 15.
You can telephone them or e-mail them as well.

photo of Karl by Anna Lize

By Public Transport:
For information, you can call 0900-9292

A Lunar Calendar for
Faeries and Others

chola and I call a yerm (YEaR of Moons). The months
go 30:29:30:29...30:29:30 for the 17 or 15 months of a
yerm. When each new yerm occurs, two consecutive months
have 30 nights.

Name______________________________________________________________ Faerie Name___________________________________
Address/Street & No.________________________________________________________________________________________________
City/Post Code/Zip_____________________________________________________________ Country_____________________________

Planned Arrival Date ______/______

I can bring extra stuff for sleeping (not including for yourself) ___________________________

▼

Telephone ____________________________________________________ Fax_________________________________________________

Karl of Albion is a mathematical genius and a frequent contributor to eff.
See also the account of his
experience on Terschelling
IV under the News &
Announcements section.
This is his own Illustration.
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ArtCamp on Ameland, July 17-24, was probably the most creative EuroFaerie gathering to date. Its name certainly set a
precedent for all of the creative energy, which channelled itself
in the form of an Oracle project by Tinkerbell, a Mask Making
workshop by Séléna, lots of intense drumming, a few performance dinners by Ali and Lekker Ding, a performance of the
gay version of Three Little Pigs—organized by Lion’s Roar, a
special cock-tail hour, etc., etc., etc. The No-Talent Show
seemed incidental after all of the other activities. The intimate
size of the group (22 faeries) allowed for a lot of bonding,
introspection and growth, especially when dealing with the
trust issues within the group, brought about by a new French
faerie Haya. Theme gatherings like this one should happen
more often. Any organizers out there?
Our participation at this year’s Canal Parade on August 1, in
conjunction with the Opening of the Gay Games, was our first
public performance. And what an audience—250.000 viewers, not as much as on the flaky BBC segment in 1995, but we
were live this time and not on tape. Speaking of the latter, we
ended up on the official video of the Gay Games (probably
only 5 seconds total worth of Kulov and Tinkerbell—the media
again couldn’t focus attention away from the drag queens).
Now we have 14 minutes and 55 seconds to go towards our
full 15 minutes of fame in Holland (a la Andy Warhol).
Anyways, it was lots of work, but also lots of fun, despite the
uncooperative weather. We didn’t end up using Dee Tour’s
boat, after all. He was out of town and the boat, as gorgeous
as it is, was a bit small for our troupe. One boat owner
responded to Kulov’s letters, which she left in random boats on
the canals of Amsterdam a few weeks prior. The owners were
OK, as far as straight, beer-drinking folk go, but not into our
cause, even though the boat was expensive (a learning experience for us, if we do anything like this again). The drumming
was fantastic, led by Hanneke (a lesbian faerie, part of Paul’s,
our workshop facilitator, drumming crew) and Toy-Toy. The
audience ate it all up—original music instead of the usual
thumping disco. Tinkerbell wore her trade-mark, bubble-wrap
dress, which took her a whole week to make at the Faerie
Academie. Kulov felt like Rembrandt—painting her orange
EuroFaerie flag, then she dressed up as the orange character
from our new postcard. As our boat, decorated in colorful
paper flowers and with an alter on the front, paraded, Sim and
Viking Diva passed out a few hundred of our promotional postcards to the viewing crowd on the bridges. Towards the end, it
started pouring rain and Kulov made the hasty decision to
leave the parade. So, we missed the very last bridge where a
few EuroFaeries had been waiting for three hours to see us.
Oops! The Goddess must have also been mad at us for leaving
early, for our boat broke down, not far away from our starting
point. By the way, Toy-Toy wants to do this again next year.
Last but not least, special thanks go to the Fund of the alternative disco Trut, which contributed f 550 toward this project.
The first circle in Vondel Park on August 8, before Terschelling,
was probably the biggest circle we’ve ever had in Holland.
There must have been 50 of us in exhausted, but at the same
time rejuvenating, post-Gay-Games spirits. The circle was facilitated by Hawaiian faerie Mark, boyfriend of Gijs, who was
visiting at the time. Some faeries had to leave for the closing
ceremonies of the Games, others hung out longer on this
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beautiful sunny day and
ordered pizza in the park. The
post-Terschelling circle, exactly
two weeks later, was much
smaller, but even with the only
dozen faeries or so present,
we were still able to circle the
photo by Kulov
patch of small, pink and
thorny roses called The Fairy. After the circle, we all headed
towards an opening of one of Sambajallo’s exhibitions.
Terschelling IV, August 10-21, was “an enjoyable gathering,”
according to Karl of Albion. Here is his account of it:
“This was my 3rd such gathering, but the first that I met any
other faeries when getting on the ferry boat to Terschelling. I
also met one British guy (Hugs) whom I knew and who was
going for the first time. When the boat arrived we were greeted by a crowd holding an orange EuroFaerie flag and taken
by bus to the venue.’
‘Because of the gay games in Amsterdam, we received quite a
few U.S. Americans, especially from the Seattle area. We had
our Fundraising Auction and No-Talent Show at the weekend in
the middle of the gathering, mainly because it was convenient
for the organisers. Each day after that a few people left. Each
time I felt a bit sad about this, but soon felt better, especially if
we then had a heart circle. The group got smaller as the gathering approached its end and we were able to enjoy the advantages of a smaller group, such as dining round one table.’
‘One of the things we did was to lay a few mattresses outside
and lie on them close together. This was called a ‘puppy pile’
and provided both fun and intimacy. I felt that the energy of
the gathering flew easily compared with an ECC event, but I
do think we need to be a little more careful with the nightlights
(ed’ss: referring here to a fire in one of the bedrooms, the damage by which was made completely unnoticeable by some creative and handy faeries).’
‘The rituals and dressing up were not as spectacular as last
time, but it seemed a more intimate gathering, free of strong
personae. One thing we took from the Ameland Gathering that
took place before was faerie names for the days of the week:
Myday (for Monday—a day for me)
Yourday (for Tuesday—a day for you)
Goddessday (for Wednesday—a day for the Goddess
or whatever you find divine)
Theirday (for Thursday—a day for others)
Ourday (for Friday—a day for us faeries)
Sitdownday (for Saturday)
Funday (for Sunday)’
I contributed to the art on display and took a big part as Air
in a four elements ritual. I also introduced the Rainbow
Alphabet calendar I had invented and a lunar calendar as on:
http://www.is-bremen.de/~mhi/palmen02.html.
‘The music from one outstanding act in the No-Talent Show became
very memorable—I don’t know what it is called (ed’ss: referring
here to a song from the French film The Umbrellas of Cherbourg).”
The fall equinox circle/pot luck at Eunice’s house on
September 19, was blessed by some beautiful weather.
continues on the last page
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Funday, December 20: Winter Solstice celebration
at the Faerie Farm with drumming, hosted by Lekker Ding. This
is another pot-luck circle (each faerie brings a vegetarian dish)
which will start at 14:00 faerie time. Bring your drums, so we
can see what we’ve learned during this past year in Paul’s
Workshops. Also, bring your reflections on 1998 and wishes
for the new year for the heart circle. For more information and
directions to the Faerie Farm, contact Lekker Ding at: tel/fax.
31-10-5120972, e-mail. americanvoices@wxs.nl.

October 23-25: Harvest Gatherette at Toy-Toy &
Tya-Tya’s house in Ter Apel. See the Special Insert or phone
them at 31-599-324264.
Sitdownday, October 31:
with
the French Faeries in Paris.
Efthimios is hosting this annual
event, for which we’ve moved
the dates of the Harvest
Gatherette earlier, so more nonFrench EuroFaeries can attend.
For information contact Efthimios: tel. 33-1-40-27-02-95,
fax. 33-1-40-27-02-96, e-mail.
efthimios@aol.com. Also see
feature article under Effietales in
this newsletter.

Persephone Ritual

November 20-22: Ahrschwärming weekend in
a log cabin in Dernau, Germany, hosted by Franz. This will be
a very intimate gatherette—the log cabin, which belongs to
one of Franz’s relatives, has a maximum capacity of only 10
people. It is located by the river Ahr and the RheinGold
Faeries are planning a weekend of hiking, angel meditations,
breathing sessions and lotsa of intimacy. They might even
attempt to sing... Goddess forbid. Cost is 75DM per faerie for
the weekend. Contact Franz to reserve your space and to

A

Funday, December 13: Merry Faerie Coffee Hour
at Trish-Trash’s sauna—a social time and a heart-circle in a very,
very, intimate space. Having fruit cake in the nude, wrapped up
in your towel, drinking tea, chatting, sweating... hm-hm-hmmmmmmm, faerie good—something special during the holiday season. Starts at 15:00 faerie time. For more information and to
RSVP, contact Trish-Trash at: tel. 49-228-443218, fax. 49-2289440142, e-mail. geert.oetken@t-online.de.

Sitdownday, October 10: Drumming Workshop
with Paul, at his studio: 2e Weteringdwarsstraat 73, 16:0018:00. This is an important first workshop of the season,
where we’ll determine the dates of the following workshops for
the rest of the year (we’ll try to schedule about one per month).
The cost of the workshops are f10 per person per hour. For
those faeries who are subscribers to this newsletter (unofficial
EuroFaerie “members”), the EuroFaerie Fund covers the cost of
the second hour. If you’re not a subscriber/member or if you’re
bringing new faeries, the full cost per workshop for you/them
is f20. For more information, phone Kulov at 31-20-4204531.

Funday, November 8: EuroFaerie Coffee Hour
with Trixy at the Mankind, Weteringstraat 60 in Amsterdam,
14:00-16:00. This is our first social hour (no rituals or heart
circles), a time to touch base and see what we’ve all been up
to, etc. We hope that these
coffee hours will become a
monthly event, each time at a
different venue, so we need
more volunteering hostesses
with ideas on other locations.
At the Mankind, the local gay
swimming team convenes at
16:00, so some of us can hang
around for missionary work or
drool over the hunky swimmers.
For more information, phone
Trixy at 31-20-4632426.

C

get direction to this log cabin. Address: Franz Kreuzberg,
Hauptstrasse 50, 53507 Dernau, Germany, tel. 49-2643-2869.

Clip and place on your refrigerator door, over your
toilet, or somewhere where you can easily see this
page, so you won’t forget our schedule during this
busy fall season. Notice new days of the week!

KEEP IN MIND THE FOLLOWING DATES:
December 27, 1999 – January 2, 2000: Anti-Millennium
Celebration Gathering. We have reserved an enormous house
in the foresty heart of Holland, near Arnhem, for this special
event—an alternative to all of the millennium hoopla around
the world. This is a chance to be away from the craziness
expected at that time, and to be in a safe/fabulous/faerie
space celebrating special moments of introspection with your
faerie friends. Information will be sent out with the Summer
1999 issue of eff. ★

The waters of my soul...

photo by Kulov
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are the life-worlds of what I’m and—will be
setting out from where I have been—what I was
with all my past I’m sailing
on the Faerie boat of present~~~
towards the current future’s destination
still on the Faerie boat of present ~~~
wandering down, wondering up—
swimming—diving
in the mazes of waterly soul without clinging
finding my course while on the way
ignoring the tempting shore—crying stay!
learning to breathe underwater within
on the surface without denying
the personal ocean as you can see
are part of the great sea
within the realm of earth-bound surpasse
transgression without regression
being a living difference.

poem by Merlin
illustration by the child in Kulov
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continued

shop for men only, time: 10:00–22:00, cost: f35 per person,
maximum participants: 20. You need to RSVP with Sambajallo
by December 1st. For more information about this event and
about the following Dance Weekend in Hilversum, phone
Sambajallo at: 31-20-6719875.

Understandably, it was the second most talked-about topic
(after Terschelling)—the sun had finally showed up after a
week of constant rain and floods in tropical Holland. The
atmosphere was quite casual and the 10 or so Dutch faeries
enjoyed a delicious dinner prepared by Tass, while viewing
gathering photos. The heart circle lasted a long time, for
towards the end, it had become a venting session, which psychologically was quite healing for some of us.

A Faerie Christmas in Dorset is the Edward Carpenter
Community’s version of a faerie gathering which is co-organized
by Beano. This year, it happens from December 21st until the
28th. For more information on the costs, how to get there, etc.,
you can contact Beano at 130 Burrows Court, Nottingham NG3
2DE, England, or phone him at: 44-115-912-7084. ★

Dancing for Universal Peace with James Burgess is an event
organized by our own Sambajallo, December 16–20. The first
two dates are being held at his studio on Ruysdaelstraat 71E.
The introduction evening on December 16th is for both men
and women, time: 19:30–22:00, cost: f15per person. The following day, December 17th, there will be an all day work-
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EuroFaeries, send in your announcements, either personal or
about events pertaining to faeriedom, and your accounts of
experiences at any of our EuroFaerie events!!!
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effietales
Persephone, bringer of destruction
memories
of summer
a message from the Goddess
photos, photos, and more photos
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muuuuch more...
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The winter issuer will try to explore the topic of gender. The deadline
for receiving materials is November 15.

eff (EuroFaerie Facts) is edited and designed by Kulov. Send your comments, inquiries and entries to:
Noordeindseweg 107a, 2651 LG Berkel en Rodenrijs, The Netherlands, tel/fax: 31-10-5120972, e-mail: americanvoices@wxs.nl
Please photocopy and distribute this newsletter or phone/fax 31-20-4204531 to request additional original copies at f 7,50 each. © 1998.

Noordeindseweg 107a
2651 LG Berkel en Rodenrijs
THE NETHERLANDS
www.eurofaerie.com

